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From the Director’s Desk
In mid-November, the
ASD Board participated in
a Strategic Planning Retreat, in which we identified goals for the next five
years. As a part of this
planning, much of our focus was on the educational program afforded to our
students. We posed the
question – Is the education that we provide equipping our students with the
relevant knowledge, skills
and dispositions they will
need in an increasingly
changing world?
This question led us to
elect to review our current
Mission Statement and
create a Vision Statement. The current Mission Statement has not
been reviewed for quite

Mission and
Vision Statements are often
confused or
used interchangeably,
however they are two distinct statements. A Mission Statement gives a
clear indication of what a
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by Michael Breece

some time and as you are
aware, the world is rapidly
changing. After the break
in December, we will
begin meeting with focus
groups from our school
community, including students, parents, and teachers, to determine what our
values and beliefs are as
a community, which will
then be framed
as a Mission
and Vision.

Our K2 Class
begins
January 2019!!!!

7 T H ,

school wants to do now,
as opposed to a Vision
Statement which lays out
what a school wants be in
the future or what we want
our students to be in the
future. We look forward to
meeting with you to discuss your thoughts and
ideas as we strategically
plan for the future of ASD

and our children.

Mark Your Calendar
Dec. 8
Dec. 10
Dec. 15– Jan. 6
Jan. 7

Orphanage Visit
Minimum Day
(11:45 am dismissal)
December Break
Classes Resume
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Counselor’s Corner
This week in counseling, I worked with upper school classes
(grades 6 through 12)
on various skills to
help them maximize
their academic
achievement and prepare them for the future.
Middle school students
worked to link skills
(academic and personal) to their personal
and student growth.
Students connected
their current skills,
which included studying, responsibility and
time management, to
how those skills advance their high school
and university experiences. Students were
introduced to “life lingo,” and by the end of
the lessons were able
to define and explain
phrases such as career path, academic
strengths, high school
requirements and personal plan of study.
In 9 and 10 grade,
we discussed how
th

th

their academic and personal strengths prepare
them for strong university
experiences. Students
were able to describe in
depth their current work
habits, what they are
learning in their classes
and how their current
abilities relate to their university major aspirations.
In our final activity, students researched universities and identified at
least one university they
are in interested applying
and the application requirements.
11 and 12 graders, having spent a significant
time last year and this
current school year on
university information
gathering, are now working on their cover letters
and CVs/resumes. While
some students have already created CVs, it’s
always a good idea to
review for format and
content updates. Juniors
and seniors were unfamiliar with cover letters, so
we used part of our lesson as a cover letter writing workshop. While high
school may seem early to
th

th
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by Nika Bowens
start preparing cover letters
and CVs, many universities
ask for them as part of the
application requirement. Additionally, cover letters and
CVs may be required when
applying for scholarships
and summer programs.
Lastly, both are generally
required for internships.

PSAT Results
PSAT NMSQT results
are out! I have scheduled
individual meetings with
all 10 and 11 graders to
discuss the results in detail and best ways for students to use the results.
For more information
about the PSAT, please
see here.
th

th
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Class Spotlight: 3rd Grade Class
Who needs snow and a
fireplace to have some
winter holiday celebration? Definitely not the
third graders!

of the vocabulary words
introduced this
week…”paper and construction paper have different textures,” “put
The third graders had a your circle on the window so you can trace,”
lot of fun making a
to correcting friends to
snowman, Santa, his
use correct terms, such
trusted elf, and of
as someone asking,
course his reindeer.
“What do you call the
How else would Santa
deliver all the toys then? material for making the
As fun as it was to make horn for the reindeer? ”
the crafts, making them and another responding,
“Reindeer don’t have
wasn’t the objective of
horns, they have antthe activity.
lers.”
Over the last couple of
Students applied the
weeks, students have
writing process to write
been reading realistic
narratives and informa- their “How to” writing.
Most are already pubtional texts. The target
lished, some are in the
skill here being sequence of events where process and one thing is
students learned to use for sure, third graders
are evolving to be great
time sequence words,
such as first, next, then, writers! Most of the stuafter that, finally etc.
They also learned text
and graphic features.
What better way to incorporate what we have
learned into practice
than a fun activity to
write about! This activity, being versatile, offered a lot of discussions about shapes, colors, textures and measurement. It also helped
students to apply some

dents
have
published
their writing and
we
should
be displaying their beautiful puppet collection
alongside their writing
early next week on the
display board outside
our classroom. Pop in
after you drop off your
child or before pick up to
see some great writing
and learn steps to follow
to make
some
Christmas craft
to make
with your
children.
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University Application Practice
This week, the ninth
graders learned
about university applications to use as
guidance or practice
for the future. We
found it very important as students
because it is always
better to know sooner rather than later
which universities
you are applying
and the require-

ments. Some students may want a
continent like Europe with a cheaper budget rather
than America, but it
is sometimes easier for American citizens to apply in
the US. Today in
class, we worked
on finding the university that suits us
and also finding

it’s Freshman
Profile, its application requirements, it’s application deadline
and the major
we are interest-

ed in which was
very interesting.
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WAISAL Swim-Meet
ASD Swimming: Griffins take Gold, Silver
and Bronze at
WAISAL 2018
The ASD WAISAL
Swim team just returned from AISL Lagos. Everyone swam
their best and improved
their times or set new
standards. It was an
exciting two days of
competition, highlighted
by our boys taking 7 individual medals. Aymeric took the
Silver in the 9-10 age
group in the 100 Individual Medley, 25 Butterfly,
and the Bronze in the
50 Free and 25 Breaststroke. Ralph took the

Gold in the 11-12 age
group in the 50 Free,
50 Fly and took Silver
in the 100 Free. The
boys didn’t have
enough swimmers to
compete as a relay,
however, they combined with other
schools to participate. The 11-12 boys
200 medley relay,
made up of 2 ASD
Swimmers and 2
swimmers for Abidjan,
won the race. It was
an exciting race even
though the points didn’t count. Abdul and
Aymeric combined
forces with two swimmers from Abuja to
compete in the 9-10

boys 200M Freestyle relay.
The Girls led by
Hannah, Rachel,
Diana, Maelle and
Duciel faced stiff
competition. Everyone improved their times
and showed great
courage. The 11-12
Girls 200 M Medley
relay placed fourth
and the 200 M
Freestyle relay
place 5th. Scoring
points as a team!
We had a tremendous swimming
competition, making personal bests,
meeting new

friends, and growing
together as a team. A
special thank you to
our support squad of
Marieme Nana, Liz
and Leslie Chebienka,
and Mutiat and Wasiu
Ibrahim.
After the new year we
will be competing in
more swim meets and
traveling to Yaoundé
and possibly Abidjan. Let’s Go Griffins!
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National Honor Society
The National Honor Society
(NHS) is working closely
with the OMC-AFRAD orphanage which is situated
in New Bell. NHS will be
organizing regular visits to
the orphanage and will in
turn receive them at our
school. When spending
time with the children, the
main purpose is to support
their needs by building relationships to show each
child that he or she is loved
unconditionally. NHS can’t
do this on their own; they
need the support of friends
and family in our community to make this happen.
The orphanage is planning
to move to a new location
and they just started their

building project. Every
member of our community is invited to assist
with or donate whatever
they can to help them
complete their construction. NHS is also proposing that students,
with the approval of
their parents, volunteer
to form long lasting relationships with individual
kids at the orphanage,
which they can use to
assist them financially,
educationally and morally even after they
have left ASD.
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